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Abstract. A fast computer program of the Thomson-Haskell matrix formalism 
is presented for the computation of the P- SV reflection coefficients RPP' 
Rps' Rss and Rsp for layered solid media. A matrix formalism and a computer 
program are also derived for the computation of P reflection coefficients for 
layered liquid media and of SH reflection coefficients for layered solid media. 
Key words: Theoretical seismograms - Thomson-Haskell matrix formalism -
Reflection coefficients. 
Introduction 
The reflectivity method of computing theoretical seismograms (Fuchs and 
Mi.iller, 1971) is now a more often used tool for the interpretation of data in 
explosion seismology as well as in earthquake seismology. Although this method 
has great advantages, it suffers from rather long computer times. This is especially 
cumbersome if complete seismograms for the whole earth are computed (Muller 
and Kind, 1976). Therefore increasing the speed of the computations is still a 
desirable aim. The central part of the reflectivity method is the calculation of 
plane body waves in a layered medium. This problem is similar to the problem 
of computing dispersion of surface waves in such a medium. Efficient computer 
programs for the latter have been published by Schwab and Knopoff (1972). 
In the present paper a fast program is presented of the Thomson-Haskell matrix 
formalism for the computation of P- SV reflection coefficients. A computer 
program for sound wave reflection coefficients for a layered liquid is also presented. 
Because of the equivalence of sound waves in a liquid and of SH waves in a solid, 
which was established by Sato (1954), this program can also be used for SH 
reflection coefficients. 
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Computation of P - S V Reflection Coefficients 
We consider monochromatic plane waves propagating in a medium consisting 
of a number of parallel, solid, homogeneous, isotropic and ideal elastic layers 
between two half spaces. A potential vector is defined (see e.g. Dunkin ( 1965)) for 
each of the n different media 
(1) 
where cpt, <p;- and t/Jt, t/J;- are the P wave and SV wave potentials, respectively, 
corresponding to waves travelling in positive or negative z direction. The appli-
cation of the boundary conditions yields a relation between the potential vectors 
of the lower and upper half space: 
(2) 
where M is the Haskell matrix. It is the product of the matrix of the lower half-
space 7;,, then - 2 layer matrices G;, and the matrix of the upper halfspace Ti: 
(3) 
The elements of all these matrices are given by Fuchs (1968). Equation (2), how-
ever, cannot be used directly for numerical computations due to an intrinsic 
loss-of-precision problem. The delta matrix extension and the reduced delta 
matrix extension ( Pestel and Leckie, 1963; Dunkin, 1965; Watson, 1970) were 
developed to overcome this problem. The 6 x 6 delta matrix of the 4 x 4 Haskell 
matrix is obtained by computing all possible 2 x 2 subdeterminants of the 4 x 4 
matrix. The reduced delta matrix extension allows to work with 5 x 5 matrices 
instead of the original 6 x 6 matrices, due to symmetry in the elements. 
Cerveny ( 1974) has calculated the reflection coefficients from (2) in terms of 
the elements MiJ of the delta matrix M of the Haskell matrix M: 
Rpp=M14/M11' Rps= -M12/M11 
(4) 
Rss= -M13/M11, Rsp=M1s/M11· 
There exists a very important multiplication rule in delta matrix theory: the 
delta matrix of a product matrix is equal to the product of the delta matrices 
of the individual factor matrices. Therefore the MiJ can be computed by multi-
plication of the delta matrices 't, G; and f; of Tn, G; and Ti (see Eq. (3)). This 
solves the loss-of-precision problem. Only the first row M1 ,; (i = 1, 5) of M is 
needed to compute (4). To obtain this row, one has to perform a matrix multi-
plication of the symbolic form 
(1 x5)n·(5x5)n-l ···· ·(5x5)z·(6x5Ji (5) 
where (1 x 5)" stands for the first row of the reduced delta matrix t, the (5 x 5)i 
represent the reduced delta matrices G;, and (6 x 5)1 represents the required 
elements of the delta matrix f 1 (which is not reduced). The elements of the delta 
matrices have been given by Fuchs (1968) and Kind and Muller (1975). They 
will be given in the following, some in a rearranged form, more suitable for 
computers. 
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The reduced delta matrix extension (Watson, 1970) uses the equality of the 
following elements: 
(f;,J1 3 = (f;,)14, (G ;)13 = (G J14, (G J23 = (G J14, (GJs3 = (G Js4, 
(G;)63=(G;)64, (G,h1 =(GJ41, (GJ32=(GJ42, (G;hs=(G;)45, 
(G;)36 =(G;)46, and (G;)44=(G;)34=(G;)43 =(GJ33 -1. 
From this follows that in the product of the first row of f;, and G, the element 
(f;,)14 may be omitted if (f;,)13 is multiplied by 2 and if the 4th row and column 
of G, is omitted and 0.5 is subtracted from ( G;) 33 . The element ( G ;)33 is already 
replaced by (G;)33 -0.5 in (7). The 3rd element of the (1 x 5) matrix in (5) must 
be multiplied by 2 in each multiplication step. In the delta matrix f; only the 
first, 3rd and 4th columns have equal elements in their 3rd and 4th row, which 
allows the application of the reduced delta matrix extension only for these 
columns. 
We have in the i-th medium: 
et.;= P velocity 
{3, = S velocity 
P; =density 
d, =layer thickness 
(not defined in the two halfspaces) 
{v2r2-1 
v,= -~v~~c;/af, 
The elements off;, are: 
(T~ ) /3~ Pn (4 kz , /2) n 11 = ---2 vn vn + n 2w 
~ 1 ' 2 (Tn)16= --2--2 (vn vn+k) PnW 
w =angular frequency 
c =horizontal phase velocity 
k=w/c wave number 
j =imaginary unit 
fl;= /3f P; 
l,=2k 2 -w2 /[J? 
v;= { ~ ~2/i? _=(~ /3f' :: ! ~:. 
For the elements of the layer delta matrix G, the following abbreviations are 
introduced: 
/';= -2/3f /c 2, W;=sinP;/v,, e1 =cosP; · cosQ;, r1 =CWp;, 
P;=kv;d;, Y; =sin Q;/v;, e2 =l-e1, r2 =1/r1, 
Q;=kv;d,, X; =sin P; v;, i'3=W;Y;, r3 =.rl /';' 
1'2=)';+1, Z;=sinQ;v;, e4 =X,Z,, r4 = r1 i'2, 
e5 = W; cosQ;, J; =e2 +e3, 
e6 = Y; cosP;, .f~ =f; rz · (6) 
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Then, the elements of G; are: 
(GJ16= -r2U2 +(e2 +c4) r1) 
g 1 3 = - r3 ( G;) 1 6 +f~ 
(G;)13=jg13=(G;)36 
f~=/1;f~ +c3 
.f4 = r3 g I 3 +f~ 
g31 = r3 f~ +f~ r4 
(GJ31 =jg31 =(G;J63 
(GJ11 =c1 -.f4=(G;)66 
(G;)33 = f~ +o.5 
(GJ61=-r3g31-r4{e3r4+/~r3) 
The required elements of 1; are: 
(1;)11 = -k 2 -V1 v; 
{"f;lz1 = -jp1 v; w 2 
(1;h1 = -jµ1 k(/1 +2v1 v;J 
(1;Js1 = j Pi V1 W 2 
(1;)61 = -µf(/f +4k2 v; V1) 
(G;)15 = - r2 (e 5 + Z; cos P;) = (G;)26 
gz3= -r3(GJ1s+Cs 
(G;)z3 = j gz3 =(GJ3s 
(GJ21 = -r3gz3-r4Cs=(GJ6s 
(G;) 12 = r2 (c6 + X; cos Q;) = (GJs6 
g32= -r3(GJ12-c6 
(GJ32 = j g3z = (GJs3 
(GJs1 = -r3g3z+r4C6=(GJ62 
(G;)22 =c1 =(GJss 
(G;)25 =Z; ~ 
(GJs2 =X; Y;. 
(1;J12=2kv1, 
("f;lzz =(1;Js2 =0, 
("f;hz = j4µ1 k 2 V1, 
(1;J4z=j2µ1 f1 V1, 
(1;)15 =2kv; 
("f;Jis =(1;Jss =0 
(i;hs = j2µ 1 11 v; 
(1;)45 = j4µ 1 k 2 v; 
(1;)65 =4µf11 kv; 
(1;)14=k 2-V1 v; = -(1;)13 
(1;)24= -("f;Jzi, (i;b=jv; µ1 (2k 2 -l1 ) 




The time consuming innermost loop in the computer program contains essentially 
the construction of the layer matrix G; from (7) and the matrix multiplication (5). 
Setting up the elements of G; according to (7) requires about three times less 
operations than in the version of Fuchs (1968). In general the matrix T.i is complex. 
The elements of G; are either real or imaginary. In (5) we have to multiply a (1 x 5) 
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complex matrix with a (5 x 5) real or imaginary matrix, if we do the multiplication 
from the left to the right. This means 50 multiplications with each step, if the 
complex multiplication is separated into real and imaginary part. Fuchs (1968) 
multiplied the (6 x 6) matrices G; first, which means 216 multiplications with 
each step. The so far probably fastest program for the layered media problem 
is due to Schwab and Knopoff (1972). They have in their innermost loop about 
half as many operations as in the comparable part of the present version. How-
ever, their program is real, which is sufficient for Rayleigh wave dispersion 
computations. For theoretical seismograms, however, the complex version is 
required. The FORTRAN program for the computation of P- SV reflection 
coefficients is shown in Appendix 1. A normalization process is contained in the 
innermost loop of the program in order to avoid overflow problems (see Schwab 
and Knopoff (1972)). The normalization is not always required in every layer. 
In some cases a few percent of computer time may be saved by omitting the 
normalization. 
Computation of Reflection Coefficients of Sound Waves in a Liquid 
and of SH Waves in a Solid 
Sato (1954) has established the equivalence of SH waves and sound waves in a 
liquid. The reflection coefficients in both problems are identical if the following 
correspondence is used: 
V, ( = S velocity in the solid)+-> VP (=velocity in the liquid) 
and 
V,2 · Ps (ps=density in the solid)+-> I/pp (pp=density in the liquid). 
Therefore, after a density transformation, the same computer program can be 
used for both problems. 
In the following a matrix formalism for a layered liquid medium will be 
derived, following lecture notes by Gerhard M i.iller. The potential in the i-th 
medium is 
<P; =exp [j(w t-k x)] · [A; exp( -j k v;(z- z;)) + B; exp(j k v;(z- z;))] 
with the same denotations as in the previous section and the depth of the i-th 
boundary z;. 








(=l;P;+1 +li+l p;)exp(2~/id;)) 
( i;P;+1 +1;+ 1 p;)exp(2Jl;d;) 
R. Kind 
(9) 
and d;=Z;+i -z;, d1 =0 and l;=kv;. The exponential term contammg x and t 
and a factor exp(-jl;d;)/(21;+iP;+ 1) common to all elements of m;, have been 
omitted. Repeated application of the same formalism yields 
From this follows the reflection coefficient (B" = 0): 
(10) 
We only need to perform a matrix multiplication of the symbolic form 
(J X 2)n-1 · (2 X 2)n-2 ... (2 X 2Ji (11) 
in order to obtain M21 and M 22 . This is similar to (5), but a difference is, that 
in (5) we have one matrix for each medium, whereas we have in (11) one matrix 
for each boundary. Computer time is saved, if the matrix multiplication is written 
in the following form 
e~ =e\+1(m~i1 +m~~1) 
e~=e~+1(m~i1-m~~1) 
e\+1=1;+1 Pi 
e~+t =Ii Pi+1 ( 12) 
for i=n-l ... I and m~ 1 =0, m~ 2 =1. Successive application yields: M 21 =mL 
M 22 =m1 2 . A list of the corresponding FORTRAN program is shown in Ap-
pendix 2. It should be mentioned, that the two computer programs for a solid 
medium and for a liquid medium have identical output for RPP for more than 
five digits, if 0.001 km/s is chosen for the shear velocity in the solid medium. 
This shows that a mixed model can be approximated with good accuracy if for 
the liquid layers a small shear velocity such as 0.001 km/sis taken. 
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Appendix 1. Computer program for the computation of P ~ SV reflection coeffi-
cients for a layered solid. No provision is made in this program and in the program 
of Appendix 2 for zero frequency and for phase velocities exactly equal to layer 
velocities. These cases can easily be avoided. 
1* 
2* c 
3• c COMPUTATION OF P-sv RE•LECTION COEFFICIENTS 
•• c 
:i• C N= NUMBER OF OIF-'1-EHENT MEOIAr STARTING ON TOP 
6* C A<I>•B(l),RHO<Ilrll=l•N>= P-~ELOCITY• 5-VELOCITY ANO OENSITY 
7* C Ll<Il•<I=2rN-ll= LAYER THICKN(S~ 
8* C U: PHASE SLOWN~SS• FHEQ: FREQUENCY 
9* RPPrRPS•RSS•RSP= COMPLtX PP•PS•SSrSP-REFLFCTION CO~FFICl~NTS 
lui DIMENSION A(N)rB!NlrRHO(N)rOlNl 




















jl• IF(ARGP.GE.Q.) CN=CMPLX(0.1-RK*SGRTtARGP)) 
j2* IFIARGP.LT.O·> CN=CMPLX(RK*SGRT<-AHGP>•O•l 
~j* IF<ARGS.LT.Q.I CNS=CMPLX(RK*SGHTl-ARGSl1U.) 



















53• IF(N.LT.31 GOTO 2000 
54* C SET MATRIX ~LEMENTS <71 
55* C 00 MATRIX MULTIPLICATION (5) FROM LEFT TO RIGHT 
56* C UO NORMALJLATION 














71• 180 ARGS=l·-C2/S2 






78• GOTO 210 





































































144> IFlRMAX.LT.AHSlTISll RMAX=T!5 
145• !FlRMAX.LT·AHSlTl4l) RMAX=TI4 
l~b> !FlRMAX.LT•AHSlTJ3ll RMAX=TI3 
147* IFlRMAX.LToAHS<Tl<lJ RMAX=TI2 
14H* lFlRMAX.LT·A~S<Tlll l RMAX=T!l 
149> !FlRMAX.LT·AHSlTR4ll RMAX=TR4 
150* IFlRMAX.LToAHS!TK3ll RMAX=TR3 
151* !FlRMAX.LT·AHS<TK2ll RMAX=TR2 












lb4* 1000 CONTINUE 
lb5* 2000 CONTINUE 


















































































































DO LAST PART OF MATRIX MULTIPLICATION (5) 















Appendix 2. Computer program for the computation of reflection coefficients 
for a layered liquid and for SH reflection coefficients for a layered solid. 
l* SUHROUT!Nl RtCUPPlN,A•HHO•Ll•U•rREO•RPP) 
2* c 
3* C CnMPUTATION OF HlFLt:.tTION COtFFICJENlS FOn a LAYt:.RE0 LIQUID 
4* c 
~* c N= NUM~EH UF DlFrEH~NT Mt!)IAt STARTING nN TnP 
6* C A(ll•Rf~OlIJ,{I:1,NJ= Vt:.LUCITY ANU UtNSITY 
7* C O(l)t(I:C,N-1): LAYER THICKNESS 
8* U= t-'HASt:. SLOWNt:.S'.::>t FkF-:U= F~t:.~lfENCY 
Y* HPP= CUMt-'Lt:.X Rt:.~LECTinN CoEFFIClt:.NT 
lU• 
11• L ~nH COMPUTATION OF SH HE~LECTION CO~~FirlrNTS Rtt-'LACE A UY 
1~* C SHEAK V~LOCITY H ANU PHO HY 1./(H*H*kHO> 
1.3• c 
14• DIMENSION AtNJ,HHOlNl•nlNJ 











~4* U11 MATHlX MULTlPLl~AlJON tll) fRO~ LlFT Tn RIGHT 
2~* U~lNG ll2) AND UO N0k~AL17AT!ON 
£0* 00 170 J=lrN 
27* I=N-J+l 
£8* ARG=OM2/lAlll*A(!ll-XK2 
29* IF(AHG•GT.U.l NI=CMPLXlSORT(ARGlrCJ.l 
~o· lFlARG·L~-u.l NI=CMPLXlQ.r-SGRT<-ARGll 
31* Rul=CMPLXCkHOlllrO•l 














4b* 171 NJP=1~l 
47* RoIP=KOI 
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